
  

 

 

This month's theme is DIVERSITY! 

 

"It is time for parents to teach early on that in diversity there is beauty 

and strength." 

Maya Angelou 

 The holiday season is one of the highest 

alcohol consumption periods of the year and 

provides a teachable moment for parents to 

discuss alcohol use with children and teens. 

 It is valuable to have a discussion with your 

teen about your family values about alcohol 

use as an accompaniment to a celebration or 

as a beverage with a meal, versus alcohol 

being used as a drug to relax and reduce inhibitions that may result in embarrassing 

behaviors, relationship problems, addiction, and serious health and legal 



 

consequences. 

 Know where your teens are and who they’ll be with on New Year’s Eve. Make sure that 

a responsible adult picks them up if they go out to a party to make sure they get home 

safely. 

For info on avoiding alcohol problems at the holidays: 

http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/welcome/features/20061220_holidaytips/index.html 

  

Over 150 members of Varsity Athletes Against Substance Abuse gathered at the New 

England Institute of Technology for the 10th annual VAASA conference. VAASA is a 

peer leadership program in which high school varsity athletes pledge to remain alcohol 

and drug free. The goals are to: 

 Encourage high school athletes to commit to remain alcohol and drug-free. 

 Provide information about the negative effects of alcohol and other drugs. 

 Dispel the myth or misperception that all athletes drink alcohol 

 Provide teaching tools for making presentations to younger students 

  

http://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/welcome/features/20061220_holidaytips/index.html


 

 

Teens talk in code. 

Learning that code is important. 

Don’t be intimidated by the codes – most of them come from dropping vowels 

or replacing words with numbers for the sake of speed.  At a loss for words? We got you 

covered! Try some of these: 

 If u feel pressured - don’t give in - get out! We will come get u. 

Your real friends won’t care. If there is alcohol (marijuana/weed) tell them “Not for me” 

Yup it’s me - have fun - luv u! 

1 choice can change it all - Alcohol lowers your judgment, u may do something that u 

regret! 

I trust you to make good decisions 2nite. Let me know if you need anything. Mber here 

for u! 

Be careful tonight. If your friends offer you a drink just say you promised me no. 

Have fun tonight. Keep your curfew in mind. Call me if you need anything. 

  

 

  Healthy Holidays! 

Parents: You Have Much More Influence Than You Think. 

 

Model Healthy Coping Skills 



Sixty-one (61%) percent of teens say stress and anxiety have a large impact on their 

lives. How we, as parents, handle stress and life’s pressures can be reflected in our 

children’s behavior as well. What you do and say guides your child’s behavior, attitudes 

and beliefs over the long term. That’s why it’s important to model the behavior you want 

to see in your kids. 

  

Here's how our behavior can make an impact on our stressed-out teens: 

When parents are stressed, kids feel it — even if they don’t show it. Acknowledge what 

you’re going through and talk about how you’re handling it. 

 

Be aware when you automatically go to a substance to deal with a problem, whether 

that’s alcohol, nicotine or even aspirin. 

 

When you pour a glass of wine or beer for yourself, be mindful not to say, ‘I had a really 

bad day’ at the same time, as this makes a connection of using a substance to manage 

stress or feel better. 

 

Instead, pair your anxiety/stress with healthy coping strategies — and explain it out loud. 

Instead of saying: ‘I’m so stressed out today, I really need a drink,’ you can say ‘I had a 

really stressful day, so I think I’m going to go take a nice quiet walk to decompress.’ Or 

‘I’m so stressed out today, I’m going to go for a run.’ 

 

Practicing mindfulness and meditation can be really helpful. And you can even say, ‘Who 

wants to meditate with me?’ Even if it sounds forced or goofy, it works — your kids are 

paying attention. 

  

KEEP IN MIND: 

Teens can and do notice when you don’t practice what you preach. If your teen points 

out contradictions in your behavior (which they love to do), take responsibility and talking 

about how you can correct your slip-ups. 

 

You should choose times and settings to model these behaviors that will increase the 

likelihood of your teenager paying attention and being receptive to them. 

 

Positive modeling can be challenging, and does not automatically guarantee that your 

teen will follow the behavior you demonstrate — but it definitely improves the odds. 

They’ll internalize it and hopefully act on it, whether now or down the road. 

  

KEY TAKEAWAYS: 



 

Narrate what you’re doing — and why you’re doing it — when you’re performing 

behavior you’d like them to mimic or adopt. 

 

Continue modeling good behavior, even if your child pushes back or seems indifferent to 

your actions. 

 

Own your bad behavior and reflect on it — out loud in front of your kids. This is also 

modeling and helps them learn from your mistakes, too. It helps to show that failing and 

trying again builds coping skills, grit and resilience. 

 

Praise your teens when you notice them demonstrating healthy coping skills.  

 

 

Happy Holidays to you and your family! 

 From all of us at RI Student Assistance Services 
  

 
 

 


